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Composer Conlon Nancarrow's rhythmic studies for player piano are mathematically intricate creations, yet they often provoke a
smile - not only on account of their buoyant inventiveness, but because there's a sly sense of humor at work. In particular, they tend to
end either with comic abruptness or with a rhythmic flourish that seems to vindicate everything that's come before.

As the English pianola virtuoso Rex Lawson pointed out to an audience in Berkeley's Hertz Hall on Saturday afternoon, that smile
flashing across the listener's face sums up both Nancarrow the man, who died in 1997, and the composer. For music so essentially
brainy, this is feel-good stuff.

And Saturday's events - the first installments in a weekend-long celebration of Nancarrow's centennial, co-sponsored by Other Minds
and Cal Performances - were often little short of exhilarating. They offered a chance to encounter Nancarrow both musically and in
reminiscences by friends, family and colleagues.

None of it was as vivid or arresting as the first part of Saturday afternoon's concert, with a representative sampling of six of the player
piano pieces that form the centerpiece of Nancarrow's legacy. They were presented by the German musician and sound sculptor
Trimpin, who scanned Nancarrow's hand-punched paper rolls - which have become fragile with the passage of time - into a more
resilient computerized format.

The wit and vigor of this music remains astonishing, from the dense boogie-woogie chords of Study No. 11 to the austere counterpoint
of Study No. 26 (Nancarrow conserved the brainpower other composers use on selecting titles for their pieces). I have a huge soft spot
for Study No. 6, with its repeating bass line covering bone-simple pop harmonies in angular, unpredictable rhythms.

On Saturday night, the Calder String Quartet - violinists Benjamin Jacobson and Andrew Bulbrook, violist Jonathan Moerschel and
cellist Eric Byers - explored some of Nancarrow's few works for live musicians. The String Quartet No. 1, written in 1945, combines
relatively simple versions of Nancarrow's trademark musical canons with the rhythms and timbres of Bartók - an important influence
that was acknowledged after intermission with a fervent account of the older composer's Fifth Quartet.

Nancarrow's String Quartet No. 3, written in 1987 after he'd become belatedly well known, asks the players to pull off a multi-tempo
rhythmic canon - a much more fiendish trick for humans than for mechanical objects, but one that the ensemble delivered gracefully.
Thomas Adès' "The Four Quarters" from 2010, steeped in the rhetoric and sonorities of Nancarrow (especially the pizzicato-driven
second movement), was interspersed through the program.

The presence of Lawson and his pianola on the afternoon program was more tangentially related to Nancarrow - though he did
perform the composer's Study No. 21 - but it was an educational look at an instrument that was once popular in the United States. The
human player of a pianola controls both tempo and phrasing in real time, and as Lawson swiftly demonstrated with a Rachmaninoff
prelude, that makes the difference between art and mere clangor.

Joshua Kosman is The San Francisco Chronicle's music critic. E-mail: jkosman@sfchronicle.com
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